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Meeting Summary

Invited participants:

LP: 	 University of Nova Gorica 	 	 Giovanni De Ninno, Barbara Ressel

PP1: 	 Elettra - Sincrotrone Trieste	 	 Marcello Coreno

PP5: 	 Kontrolni Sistemi 	 	 	 Damjan Golob

When all invited people arrives, GDN officially starts the meeting at 15.00.

Topics:

• Software issues presentation
• Lab visit
• Budget discussion

BR starts a presentation with the new software requirements for the HHG beamline, whose slides are following.
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After the presentation there is a short visit to the lab, to make clear which are the requirements for the software.

Budget discussion: 

On the basis of what has been found out during the commissioning of the laser, HHG source and from the first experiments, 
LP, PP1 and PP5 will agree on what is necessary in terms of hardware and software, to complete the control system of 
CITIUS.
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DG shows all the expenses that Kontrolni Sistemi did within the project. He agrees in sending everthing to UNG as soon as 
the new lab is ready. From a rough analysis ofPP5 budget, it is possible to purchase equipment for an amount of money in 
the range of 10.000 EUR.

PP5 complains for the delay in being reimbursed for accounted expenses, so PP5 asks LP to check the status of the 
expense allowance procedure. 

DG expects a new document with the specifications for the new software that has to be written, and BR is in charge of this.

MC (PP1) shows his list oh hardware for the VMI acquisition system: 1 ACAM card GPX + 1 PC control (+ net cards) +  2 net 
switches + 1 PC_ACAM + 1 laptop + 1 PC_ACAM (to check if compatible with those already in Ljubljana) + 1 PC control + 1 
ACAM card.

At 17.00 the meeting is over.

Kontrolni Sistemi (PP5) expenses
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